Tom Doyle / Anne Keane: Karl & Jenn take the top Prizes
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The 2nd Tier II event of the season took place at the weekend and despite the Over 55
Qualifiers, the DCBS Open and the Dublin Mixed finals, there was still a good number of cards
ideal preparation for many of our seniors ahead of the All Ireland next Sunday and three of our
qualifiers showed their games are tuning up nicely. Andy Lowe and Tom O'Reilly picked up the
36 Gross prizes, but it was our Captains Prize winner Karl Murphy who once again showed he
is in a rich vein of form winning with another stunning score of 86. Other winners in the gents
were Stephen Keatinge, Tony Byrne Conor Parsons and lovely to see Noel Daly among the
winners too. Tom Balfe too topped off a great weekend after qualifying for the Over 55 Finals
winning the 18 Gross in the Inters.

In the ladies we also saw some familiar names on the winners podium with Pauline Balfe, Vera
Glennon and Vera Moore have enjoyed great seasons, Lucy Quinn too is a former Anne Keane
winner but 2018 belonged to Jenn McGreal. Jenn and Paul have been juggling parenting duty
superbly making sure they both keep their games in check whilst ensuring Harry & Hope are
enjoying quality time with Mam & Dad. Jenn made a good run at the Captains but made no
mistake this weekend to capture one of the most sought after trophies in the Ladies.

A big though mention to Joe Canning, Stephen Murray and the Grounds team, amidst the
arduous weather conditions and lack of rain water, they continue to produce wonderful greens
that the players are just loving playing and the scoring is reflective. Well done guys on a
fantastic weather, just maybe you might get a little rain in the next week.

The presentation of our Prizes take place after the Club Matchplay finals on Friday July 27th.
Well done to all but especially Karl & Jenn. The Full list of results can be found here
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